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INTRODUCTION
Spend any time next to the water cooler in most staff  rooms, and you are bound to hear tonnes of 

interesting conversations about the role that technology is playing in our schools. Strange new phrases 

like “I had my students use VoiceTh read to give peers feedback on their Animotos” or “Our class wiki is 

full of interesting poetry this year” hint at the changing nature of teaching and learning in today’s class-

rooms. Probe a little deeper, and you will fi nd teachers detailing their eff orts to connect their classes 

with partners in other countries, to record tutorials for remediation and enrichment, and to improve 

their formative assessment practices using digital tools. While we are admittedly struggling to keep up 

with the rapid changes in today’s new learning ecology, we are almost always collectively imagining, 

discussing and debating what the classrooms of tomorrow should look like.

What you are less likely to hear are meaningful conversations about the role that social media tools 

– digital applications that make sharing with others easier – should play in schools. Despite having 

elbowed their way into our spare moments away from school – 61 per cent of all adults report spend-

ing at least six hours a month keeping up with friends and neighbours in digital spaces (Madden, 

2010; Nielsenwire, 2010) – social media tools are generally met with scepticism and doubt from edu-

cators. “I don’t see any benefi t for the use of Facebook, Twitter or any other social media in schools. 

… It’s a total distraction with no benefi t to learning,” wrote one respondent to a survey asking for 

feedback on the role that social media should play in education (as cited in Ferriter, 2011b). “If the 

principal has time to maintain Twitter or Facebook, then they have too damn much time on their 

hands,” wrote another (as cited in Ferriter, 2011a).

Worse yet, this scepticism often translates into policies that actively discourage educators from ex-

perimenting with social media spaces. According to Web 2.0 in Schools: Policy and Leadership, a joint 

project between the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) and the McArthur Foundation, while 77 

per cent of school leaders agreed that web 2.0 tools can lend value to teaching and learning, 70 per cent 

currently ban social networking in their schools. As Associate Editor Meris Stansbury explained while 

summarising the CoSN study for eSchool News, “Few [leaders] have systemically begun to research, 

plan, or implement eff ective uses of Web 2.0 applications, nor have they restructured their schools to 

enable participatory reform” (Stansbury, 2010).

Our hesitance to explore the potential that social media spaces hold for schools, however, means 

that we are quickly being left behind by almost everyone. To better understand just how important so-

cial media tools are becoming, consider the following.

 • Facebook – by far the largest social media destination on the web – has over 500 million users, 

including 62 per cent of the online population in Australia (and 49.9% of the total Australian 

population as of 2011) (“Statistics”, n.d.; Lenhart, Purcell, Smith & Zickuhr, 2010).
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 • Over half of all Facebook users log in to the site every day, spending an average of fi fty-fi ve 

minutes per visit (“Statistics”, n.d.; Digital Buzz Blog, 2010a).

 • By 2010, Facebook had eclipsed Google in terms of web traffi  c, accounting for the equiva-

lent of 10 per cent of all Internet traffi  c worldwide (Dougherty, 2010).

 • With 145 million users, Twitter – a microblogging site that enables users to post and follow 

short, public messages online – had become the tenth-most-popular web destination in 

the world by the third quarter of 2010 (Digital Buzz Blog, 2010b; Compete, 2011; Alexa, n.d.).

 • Twitter users send 50 million messages a day. Th at is an astonishing 600 messages per sec-

ond (Weil, 2010).

What can we learn from these statistics? To put it simply, services like Twitter and Facebook are 

capturing the minds and the hearts of a social generation. Driven by the desire to connect, everyone 

from tweens to mums and religious leaders to politicians are arguing, debating and creating shared 

knowledge together in social media spaces – and they are almost always coming back for more.

Services like Twitter and Facebook have also captured the attention of businesses and universi-

ties, which recognise that the communication patterns of the average digital citizen are changing. 

Consider that 60 per cent of Fortune 1000 companies are using social media tools to build vibrant 

communities with their clients (Ginsburg, 2010), and 95 per cent of universities have a strategy for 

using it to stay connected with current and prospective students (Ganim Barnes & Mattson, 2009).

For businesses and universities, social media spaces are logical extensions of traditional eff orts 

to reach out to customers. In competition with other providers off ering similar products or ser-

vices, active social media programs gain invaluable impressions. What’s more, the two-way nature 

of communication in social media spaces creates valuable feedback loops that can inform product 

development and build brand loyalty (Ginsburg, 2010). By joining conversations with target audi-

ences, showing honesty and a willingness to listen to concerns, and energising a core group of 

motivated followers, savvy businesses and universities are becoming more than cold and distant 

institutions to their customers. Th ey are becoming trusted friends (Li & Bernoff , 2008).

Our central assertion in Communicating and Connecting With Social Media is that schools can-

not continue to overlook the potential benefi ts that social media spaces hold for reaching out to 

our communities, preparing our teachers and connecting with our kids. In this short text, we spe-

cifi cally examine how enterprising schools (including our own) are using social media tools to pro-

vide customised professional development for teachers. We also explore the marketing and com-

munications value of developing a social-networking presence and examine the kinds of school 

practices necessary for supporting successful social media eff orts.

We have chosen to focus on communication and professional development because schools can 

start using social media in those areas without violating current policies about networking with 

students beyond the school day. It is our hope, however, that educators will use what they learn 

here about social media tools to transform their instructional practices as well.
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Chapter Overviews
Th ere is no one right way to read Communicating and Connecting With Social Media. If the idea 

of using social media spaces for communication and professional development is new to you, con-

sider starting with chapter 1 and working your way through the entire book to gain a complete 

overview of what is possible. For readers already experimenting in social media spaces, however, 

selecting individual chapters that off er timely and appropriate advice may be a more productive 

strategy than tackling the text in its entirety.

To help you decide on the right strategy for reading, here are overviews of the four chapters.

Using Social Media Tools to Enhance School 
Communication Plans

Successful principals have always built highly functioning learning communities by clearly and 

consistently articulating a school’s vision for – and commitment to – student success. Principals 

who are master communicators constantly empower teachers, keep stakeholders informed, foster 

relationships and establish innovative learning cultures. Social media spaces do nothing more 

than make it easier for innovative principals to tackle these practices. Th is chapter explains sev-

eral ways that administrators can use social media spaces to communicate with staff , students, 

parents, alumni and other stakeholders. Strategies for improving public relations, building mutu-

ally benefi cial partnerships, sharing student and teacher accomplishments, and infusing brand-

ing principles are discussed.

Using Social Media Tools to Enhance Professional 
Development

Professional development – particularly on the changing nature of teaching and learning in a 

digitally connected world – is essential as we rethink what it means to be literate in today’s world. 

Unfortunately, many technology-related projects fail in schools due to poorly constructed learning 

opportunities for teachers and administrators. Th is chapter focuses on how administrators can 

structure practical, meaningful and engaging professional development sessions on social media. 

Personal learning networks (PLNs) are introduced as powerful tools that educators can take ad-

vantage of in order to develop fi rsthand experiences with the role that social media is playing.

Developing Professionally Responsible Social Media 
Practices

Social media spaces have blurred the personal and professional boundaries of educators like 

never before. Yet despite the well-reported implications of students’ and educators’ poor usage, 

schools can implement sets of best practices to guide the proper use of these tools in education. 

Th is chapter explores the kinds of core behaviours that can help to ensure the responsible use of 

social media in schools.
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The Future of Social Media in Education
At present, the largest segment of the population interacting in social media spaces are adults 

aged eighteen to twenty-nine years old. However, as generations of these connected youth become 

connected adults with children of their own in our schools, the future of social media in education 

will need to be one where schools are authentic, transparent and consistent in their communica-

tion with stakeholders. In this fi nal chapter, we’ll examine one principal’s approach to using social 

media today and explore how social media may change the classrooms of tomorrow.

At the end of each chapter, you will fi nd a collection of handouts that can help to structure 

your work in social media spaces. Th is collection includes rubrics for assessing your current 

communication eff orts, surveys for gathering feedback from the communities that you serve, 

tracking documents that can be used to spotlight the learning that you are doing in online 

spaces, and sets of suggested starting points for educators interested in building their own per-

sonal learning networks.

Regardless of how you approach this text, it is our hope that you will begin thinking about so-

cial media spaces diff erently. As digital learning expert Steve Hargadon argues:

Just as you can build either a casino or a school with basic construction materi-
als, the materials are not the issue. It’s the end use for which they are assembled 
and fi tted. The fi rst sites that were constructed using Web 2.0 building blocks 
were, as often as not, “casino-like”, leading to the impression that social net-
working was a time waster at best, and an unsafe place to be at worst.

But there’s no reason why the same building blocks that built those so-
cial networking “casinos” can’t be used to create schools, libraries, meeting 
halls, teachers’ lounges – which is exactly what we’re starting to see happen-
ing today. It’s even arguable that these building blocks are more eff ective as 
educational tools than as social ones. (Hargadon, 2009, p. 2)

Combine the practical knowledge and tools included in this book with a bit of digital moxie, 

and you can fulfi l Hargadon’s vision of a world where social media spaces create and enhance posi-

tive learning for the teachers and the students in your schools and communities.© H
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Social Bookmarking and Shared Annotation Services
In their simplest form, social bookmarking services like Diigo (www.diigo.com) off er nothing 

more than an online place for storing and organising bookmarked websites. As users become more 

sophisticated, however – sharing links publicly, adding common tags (short identifying words and 

phrases) to sort new fi nds, following sites others have collected, joining groups of users, mining 

content connected to specifi c areas of interest, adding public comments to online articles that 

others can read and respond to – social bookmarking and shared annotation services can become 

valuable forums for professional growth and refl ection.

RSS Readers
Short for “Really Simple Syndication”, RSS readers are tools that allow users to keep up with 

changing content on educational blogs, news sites, wikis and podcast programs from one web-

based homepage. By asking RSS readers to automatically monitor and retrieve new links from 

individual websites – a process known as subscribing – educators can create a customised fl ow 

of information that is continually updated and accessible from any Internet-connected device. 

Instead of visiting twenty diff erent sites to see what’s new, RSS feed readers – also known as con-

tent aggregators – can automatically organise new updates in one place for you. Popular RSS read-

ers include Google Reader (www.google.com/reader) and RSSOwl (www.rssowl.org).

Wikis
While not as popular as microblogging services like Twitter or social-networking services like 

Facebook, wikis remain one of the most approachable social media tools. Collaborative websites 

that allow registered users to create and edit any number of interlinked web pages, wikis encour-

age information sharing and collaborative learning. Principals can explore exemplary wiki models 

by visiting Educational Wikis (http://educationalwikis.wikispaces.com) and Wikis in Education 

(http://wikisineducation.wetpaint.com).

Facebook
Believe it or not, hundreds of teachers and principals are using Facebook to interact with other 

professionals. Th e Facebook in Education page (www.facebook.com/education) provides informa-

tion about how teachers and principals can best use Facebook as a resource. Consider exploring 

the possibilities of Facebook as a tool for professional development by visiting Edutopia’s Facebook 

page (www.facebook.com/edutopia), where it is always possible to fi nd a provocative conversation 

or valuable resource on the changing nature of teaching and learning.

Digital Discussion Forums
Consisting of communities of educators interested in similar topics, digital discussion forums 

are built with social media services that look a lot like Facebook in action. One of the most popular 

services is Ning (www.ning.com), which enables educators to create or to join specifi c communi-

ties. Ning sites typically off er ongoing discussions, event postings, instant messaging, news ar-

ticles and videos. Popular educational Ning sites include the Educator’s PLN (http://edupln.com), 

Classroom 2.0 (www.classroom20.com), English Companion Ning (http://englishcompanion.ning

.com) and Ning in Education (http://education.ning.com).
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For other principals – like Jonathan E. Martin, head of St Gregory College Preparatory School 

– it is a more comfortable decision to separate personal lives from their positions when work-

ing in new digital spaces. Creating online identities that are not directly tied to offi  cial posi-

tions essentially broadens the scope of the communications they can share. As Martin notes, 

while he is proud of his building and his position – both are shared freely in all of the social 

networks he has joined – that pride does not mean his online communications are always go-

ing to be connected to the work he is doing in his school. He writes, “My Head of School blog 

(http://21k12blog.net) is more the blog of a head of school, rather than the St Gregory School 

Head’s Blog. My twitter account (http://twitter.com/JonathanEMartin) is the same. I don’t, 

quite intentionally, call either my blog or my twitter account ‘St Gregory Head’s Blog’ or

@StGregory’sHead” (J. Martin, personal communication, 4 September 2010).

While Martin recognises the potential in creating permanent, unchanging user accounts that 

can be maintained even after school leaders change – a choice Patrick Larkin has made by select-

ing @bhsprincipal as his online identity – he believes that the consequences of creating commu-

nication patterns that stakeholders grow to expect but that new administrators are unwilling 

to maintain can be disastrous for a school community. “I know how easy it is to lose your job 

or to change jobs,” he writes. “As a result, I think we need to be branding ourselves individually 

even as … we use the platform to advocate for our school” (J. Martin, personal communication, 

4 September 2010).

Coauthor Eric Sheninger has taken a more blended approach to crafting his online identity. 

Committed to using social media spaces like Twitter and Facebook to create an online pres-

ence for his school, his Twitter account (http://twitter.com/nmhs_principal) identifi es him as 

a representative of – and ties him closely to – his school. However, Eric also maintains a blog

(http://esheninger.blogspot.com) that is not directly connected to the work he is doing at his 

school. He explains, “It’s my hope that the New Milford High School principal will always be 

sharing in Twitter and Facebook, building on the presence that I’m currently creating in both 

spaces. But I also want to create a professional presence for myself that I can take with me when 

I move into new roles” (Sheninger, 2010b).

Th e following questions can help you to determine whether tying yourself closely to your school or 

representing yourself as an individual in online spaces is the right choice for your current situation.

What Is Your Primary Goal for Entering Social Media 
Spaces?

As we have outlined throughout Communicating and Connecting With Social Media, educators 

are using new digital spaces to reach out to key stakeholders and to pursue diff erentiated profes-

sional development. While both of these purposes are equally valuable, clarifying your primary 

purpose for integrating social-networking tools into your work can help you to determine whether 

tying yourself to your school or entering new spaces as an individual is the right choice.
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If reaching out to stakeholders is the most important outcome, consider creating an identity 

branded with the name of your school or position. Doing so will make it easier to identify your 

work as an offi  cial source of school-based information. If you are more interested in using social 

media spaces to improve your own professional learning, consider entering social media spaces as 

an individual. Doing so will ensure that any messages that you share unrelated to specifi c school 

happenings do not leave your stakeholders confused.

Does Your School Allow You the Freedom to Express Your 
Thoughts and Ideas on Education?

Chances are your school already has clear communication policies in place. Th ese policies – of-

ten built upon a determination to craft and coordinate messaging eff orts – will play a signifi cant 

role in your choice to tie yourself closely to your school or to develop an individual presence in 

online spaces.

If your school allows you the freedom to express your thoughts as their representative, consider 

setting up your social media accounts under the name of your offi  cial position. Doing so creates 

communication patterns that will outlive your tenure in your current school. If your school care-

fully coordinates messages, however, you should consider creating user accounts that identify you 

as an individual instead of as the leader of your school. Doing so can prevent embarrassing situ-

ations where you communicate messages that do not neatly align with the stated direction and 

core beliefs.

Will Your Successors Use Social Media Tools?
Another important factor to consider when choosing whether to represent your school or your-

self as an individual online is the general attitude toward social media spaces in your school. If the 

idea of creating a presence in social media spaces highly motivates your senior leaders and col-

leagues in other schools, chances are your successors will gladly build on your initial eff orts and 

be interested in inheriting user accounts closely tied to your school.

On the other hand, if there is a general hesitance toward using social media spaces for commu-

nication and professional development in your school, tying your accounts closely to your school 

could harm your community when new leaders fail to maintain the presence that you have devel-

oped online. In these situations, establishing yourself as an individual in the social networks that 

you are exploring is a more responsible decision for both you and your organisation.

How Important Is Sharing in Areas Outside of Education?
Th e fi nal and most important factor in your decision to tie your accounts closely to your school 

or to establish yourself as an individual in online spaces is your own personal interests and enthu-

siasms. If you fi nd that your passion for your school and for topics connected to education is your 

primary interest, then tying your accounts closely to your school is not only a safe decision, it can 

maximise the eff ort that you invest in building a presence in social media spaces. Not only will 

you enjoy the time that you spend interacting with likeminded peers online, you will be promoting 

your school and communicating with stakeholders at the same time.
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